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Abstract

It is challenging to detect curve texts due to their

irregular shapes and varying sizes. In this paper, we first

investigate the deficiency of the existing curve detection

methods and then propose a novel Conditional Spatial

Expansion (CSE) mechanism to improve the performance

of curve text detection. Instead of regarding the curve

text detection as a polygon regression or a segmentation

problem, we treat it as a region expansion process. Our

CSE starts with a seed arbitrarily initialized within a

text region and progressively merges neighborhood regions

based on the extracted local features by a CNN and

contextual information of merged regions. The CSE is

highly parameterized and can be seamlessly integrated into

existing object detection frameworks. Enhanced by the

data-dependent CSE mechanism, our curve text detection

system provides robust instance-level text region extraction

with minimal post-processing. The analysis experiment

shows that our CSE can handle texts with various shapes,

sizes, and orientations, and can effectively suppress the

false-positives coming from text-like textures or unexpected

texts included in the same RoI. Compared with the existing

curve text detection algorithms, our method is more robust

and enjoys a simpler processing flow. It also creates a new

state-of-art performance on curve text benchmarks with F-

score of up to 78.4%.

1. Introduction

In recent years, great progress has been made in text

detection. The performance has been enhanced by the

advanced object detection and segmentation frameworks

based on Neural Networks. Although detecting words or

text lines with different sizes and orientations has been well

tackled by recently proposed methods [28, 24, 34, 32, 23],

detecting curve texts remains a challenging problem.

The main challenges of curve text detection come from

irregular shapes and highly varying orientations. The

traditional bounding box representation does not scale well

(a) Proposed Box (b) Mask RCNN (c) Our CSE 

(d) Proposed Box (e) Polygon Regression (f) Our CSE 

Figure 1. Problems of existing curve text detection methods:

Two region proposals shown in (a) and (d) inevitably include

unexpected texts since they are closed to each other. Thus,

it causes failures for Mask RCNN based methods and polygon

regression methods demonstrated in (b) and (e). Our CSE

method demonstrated in (c) and (f) shows strong robustness to this

situation and brings significant performance gain.

in the curve scenario since one box may cover multiple

text objects. Therefore, the recently proposed curve text

detection algorithms [39, 27, 40] follow a two-stage detect-

and-refine approach to generate elaborated polygons or

boundaries. In these methods, a CNN based text detector

is applied to locate the regions containing texts, and

then a segmentation or polygon regression algorithm is

performed on these regions to produce a tight polygon or

boundary. Both methods highly depend on the accurate

region proposal provided by the text detector. They prefer

a proposed region with only one targeted object included

which reduces the ambiguity of the sampled features.

Although an oriented box regression is preferable, it often

fails in the curve text scenario [29, 14]. The recently

proposed curve text detection methods turn to predict

horizontal rectangles in the first stage, which is inevitably

affected non-targeted texts in the sampled regions.

Specifically, both segmentation and regression based
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methods can be disrupted by the unexpected texts included

in the same box region. The segmentation based methods

can fail to distinguish the targeted text from the others

and misclassify the unexpected texts or text-like patterns as

positive, shown in Fig. 1 (b). The regression based methods

can produce incorrect boundaries by indistinguishably

considering all texts as one object. Moreover, as shown in

Fig. 1 (e), the regression results (produced by predicting

an offset of a proposed box region) are highly coupled with

previous stage box proposals. A poor box proposal greatly

affects the final polygon which degrades the performance.

To tackle the problem mentioned above, we propose

a novel Conditional Spatial Expansion (CSE) mechanism,

which acts as a second-stage component applied in the

widely adopted two-stage detection workflow. Our method

is derived from conditional modeling of dependency

between an interior point (called a seed) and the rest parts

of a text instance. The CSE can be seen as a conditional

prediction process which retrieves an instance level text

region by seeding and expanding. Starting with an arbitrary

interior point (seed) of a text region, CSE selectively

expands its territory based on location observation of

the image patches and the context inferred from merged

regions. Compared with the segmentation based method,

our CSE is extremely discriminative especially when texts

are close to each other as demonstrated in Fig. 1 (c).

It provides a controllable approach to extract an expected

text region with minimum efforts of post-processing. On

the other hand, our CSE is highly flexible since a seed

can be specified at any location within the targeted text

region. Compared with the polygon regression methods, the

seeding-and-expanding paradigm has less coupling with the

previous text detector. Base on a coarse region proposal, our

CSE is directly applied on the spatial features produced by

the backbone, which preserves all the spatial information

and will not be affected by the imperfect region proposals,

shown in Fig. 1 (f). The experiments show that our method

outperforms the existing curve text detection methods on

public benchmarks. The contributions of this work are

summarized as follows:

• The curve text detection is formulated as a conditional

region expansion problem, which initializes a seed

within a text region and then progressively retrieves

targeted object by region expansion;

• The spatial dependency between the seed and the

rest part of an object is modeled by a parameterized

Conditional Spatial Expansion mechanism, which

allows us to selectively extract a text region indicated

by a seed with high area precision;

• Our CSE acts as a second-stage text extractor which

can be seamlessly integrated into existing object

detection workflows;

• The arbitrariness of seed’s location and high spatial

selectivity of our method reduce coupling with the

previous detector and thus provide flexible and robust

boundary prediction;

• Our method outperforms the existing curve text

detection methods on public curve text datasets with

F-measurement of 80.2% on Total-Text [5] and 78.4%
on CTW-1500 [39].

2. Related Works

2.1. Quadrilateral Text Detection

In the quadrilateral text detection, the ground-truths

are constrained to a rectangle or a quadrilateral. Base

on the types of targets to be retrieved, text detection

methods can be categorized as detection based methods and

segmentation based methods.

The detection beased method follows the object

detection frameworks [9, 31, 20, 30, 21, 10] driven by

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [17]. TextBoxes

[18] adopts SSD as a base detector and handles variation

of aspect ratios of text instance by elaborated reference

box design. As the variants of the faster RCNN [30],

the Rotation Region Proposal Network (RRPN) [29] and

Rotational Region CNN (R2CNN) [14] are designed to

detect arbitrarily oriented texts in a two-stage manner. In

addition, EAST [43] and DeepReg [11] are proposed to

directly regress the geometry of a text instance.

The segmentation based methods are mostly designed

to extract long text lines in an image. They interpret text

detection as a semantic segmentation problem which has

been well addressed by the Fully Convolutional Neural

Networks (FCNs) [25, 7, 8, 41]. Zhang et al. [42] combines

FCN and MSER [13] to recognize text blocks and then

extract corresponding characters. Yao et al. [38] applies

FCN to predict multiple properties of texts, such as text

regions and orientations, to extract the target text regions.

To distinguish adjacent text instances, the component

segmentation method [24, 23, 35, 6, 36] is proposed, where

a text region is broken into several components, which

will be combined into different instances by data-driven

clustering, inter-node communication or post-processing.

2.2. Curve Text Detection

Although the methods reviewed above have succeeded

in the quadrilateral text detection, most of them cannot

scale well in the case of arbitrary text shape. New

representations and detection framework are proposed for

this task. Liu et al. [39] propose Transverse and

Longitudinal Offset Connection (TLOC) method based on

Faster RCNN and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)

to directly regress the polygon shape of text regions.
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Mask Text-Spotter [27] regards the curve text detection as

an instance segmentation problem and applies the Mask-

RCNN to produce boundaries of text instances. TextSnake

[26] adopts FCN as the base detector and extract text

instance by detecting and assembling local components.

Most of the existing curve text detection methods are

potentially modeling the posterior probability between

observed image patches and the ground-true foreground

labels. Instead, our method captures the dependency

between arbitrary image patches and the rest of the text

regions. The proposed modeling is naturally robust to

ambiguity caused by multiple text instances included in one

RoI. Moreover, our CSE considers more local details and

thus can produce more elaborated text boundaries.

3. Method

3.1. Overview

Our method retrieves an instance level text region by

seeding and then expanding. A seed uniquely indicates

an object and can be arbitrarily initialized at the interior

of an object region. Seeding is to select a location within

an object from which the corresponding object region is

extracted by expanding. As will be illustrated in Sect.

3.4, a seed is initialized by an object detector with a

predicted box center. Starting with a seed, the expanding

is conducted by selectively merging adjacent sub-regions

to form a targeted object region. As shown in Fig. 2, the

sub-regions are abstracted as feature points or nodes, which

are sampled from the input image at discrete locations.

They are organized as a grid and locally assigned an

expanding indicator y ∈ R
5 to represent the merging

direction to neighborhood nodes. Five entries of y denote

the probabilities of all possible merging directions (to −
bottom, to − right, to − left, to − top and none). A

node will be merged into an existing object region indicated

by a seed if its major merging direction is pointing to its

neighborhoods that already belong to the object region. An

instance level object boundary can be easily produced by

mapping all the positive nodes back to the original image

and extracting the contour.

3.2. Modeling

The seeding-and-expanding paradigm provides a flexible

and controllable way to extract object regions with

minimal post-processing. It also reduces the performance

coupling with the first-stage detector by allowing arbitrary

initialization of a seed node. However, with different

seed locations, the dynamics of the region expansion are

different. For a specific node, the state of expanding

indicator varies with the seed’s location and also depends on

the expanding indicators of its neighborhoods. Therefore,

obtaining the expanding indicators should be regarded as a

P0

P1

P2

P3

Seed-associated 
Feature Point

Merging Direction

Seed

Expanding Direction

A node with Expand Indicator

Merged Region

A Section

Figure 2. Our CSE inside-out explores the expanding indicator of

every node and merges nodes with merging direction pointing to

nodes that are already in the object region.

conditional prediction problem. Centered at a seed shown

in Fig. 2, we divide the region into sections (defined as

nodes with the same minimum number of steps to a seed)

using a set of contours. We assume that the expanding

indicators of nodes Pk within the k-th section are mutually

independent and their states depend only on the current

spatial feature Xk and the states of nodes within previous

sections Pk−1, Pk−2, · · · , P0. The optimal estimator of Yk

can be represented by

Ŷk = argmax
Yk

Pr(Yk|Yk−1, · · · , Y0;Xk, · · · , X0), (1)

which maximizes the posterior probability of Yk when

observing spatial features X(·) := {x(p)|p ∈ P(·)} and

indicators of previous nodes Y(·) := {y(p)|p ∈ P(·)}.

This conditional modeling allows the region expansion to be

adaptable with an arbitrarily initialized seed location. Also,

it effectively differentiates expected object from the others

by considering the context derived from a seed. Moreover,

independence assumption among node in the same section

results in a dendritic Conditional Spatial Expansion process

with high-level parallelism.

3.3. Conditional Spatial Expansion

To estimate conditional probability illustrated in Eq.

1, we develop a highly parameterized Condition Spatial

Expansion (CSE) mechanism. Given a seed inside an

object region, we construct its neighborhood feature points

by expanding a S × S grid and then sampling the

features produced by the backbone network using bilinear

interpolation, as shown in Fig. 3 (a). Starting with the

seed node, our CSE explores every single node inside-out

and computes corresponding y and the transition vectors

ho = [hb
o, h

r
o, h

l
o, h

t
o]

T to its neighborhoods based on the

current sampled feature x ∈ R
dx , local state c ∈ R

d
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Figure 3. Given a seed located at the interior of a text region, we expand a grid with S × S points and sample the feature produced by

backbone at these locations using bilinear interpolation. The CSE computation starts with the seed and spreads to the adjacent feature

nodes. Each node takes the outputs and the hidden states of previous nodes as input and produces new hidden state and output.

and transition vectors hb
i , h

r
i , h

l
i, h

t
i ∈ R

d coming from

the adjacent feature points. The transition vectors encode

the position sensitive information which helps the CSE

to be aware of the relative location of the current node

to the seed. Depending on the relative position to the

seed, the inputs and outputs for the nodes are illustrated

in Fig. 3 (c). For a node in Pk, our CSE only takes the

c and h as inputs from Pk−1 and output new h to Pk+1.

This constructs an inference process originated from the

seed which propagates the contextual information among

the grid in a dendritic manner. The computation of the

nodes in the same section is independent and thus can be

fully parallelized on GPUs. The computation complexity

is linear to the side of the grid, which is computationally

efficient.

Inside a specific node, the computation is illustrated by a

computing graph shown in Fig 4. Without loss of generality,

we denote all possible inputs from neighborhood nodes by

ci ∈ R
4d, hi ∈ R

5d, and yi ∈ R
20, which are represented

by

ci = [cbi , c
r
i , c

l
i, c

t
i]
T , (2)

hi = [hc
i , h

b
i , h

r
i , h

l
i, h

t
i]
T , (3)

yi = [ybi , y
r
i , y

l
i, y

t
i ]
T , (4)

where c
(·)
i ∈ R

d, h
(·)
i ∈ R

d and y
(·)
i ∈ R

5 denotes the

local states, transition vectors and the expanding indicators

of neighborhood nodes 1. Here, only parts of ci, hi and yi

1The superscripts indicate the relative position to the current node, b-

bottom, r-right, l-left, t-top and c-current.

are available according to the relative position to the seed

node 2, and the rest will be set to zeros. Particularly, hc
i is

defined to uniquely indicate the seed node. Other than hc
i of

a seed which is learned by backpropagation, we explicitly

set the hc
i of other node to zeros.

From the current observed feature x, transition vectors

hi and the predicted expanding indicators of neighborhoods

yi, we compute a candidate local state c̃ by

c̃ = tanh(Wc × s+ bc), (5)

s = [x, yi, hi]
T , (6)

where × represents the matrix multiplication, Wc ∈
R

d×(dx+5d+20) and bc ∈ R
d denote weights and bias of

linear transform before a tanh activation. We apply the

gating mechanism [12] to combine the local state cb, cr, cl
and ct from the neighborhoods with the current candidate

state c̃ to obtain the local state of current node c, which is

formulated as

c = δ(cb · g
b
c + cr · g

r
c + cl · g

l
c + ct · g

t
c + c̃ · gc̃), (7)

where δ denotes the layer normalization operator [4], ·
is the element-wise multiplication, and gb, gr, gl, gt, gc
represent the outputs of gating function which can be further

illustrated by

gc = [gbci , g
r
ci
, glci , g

t
ci
]T = σ(Wgci

× s+ bgci ), (8)

gc̃ = σ(Wgc̃ × s+ bgc̃). (9)

2The non-zero inputs are indicated in Fig. 3 (c)
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Figure 4. Computing Graph inside a Node.

Here, Wgci
, bgci and Wgc̃ , bgc̃ are defined as the weight

matrix and bias to map s into corresponding gating vectors

gci and gc̃. Since the local state c is essentially the weighted

sum of state values of the previous nodes, the values of

c increases exponentially with k in our two-dimensional

scenario. This significantly harms the numerical stability

in both training and testing phases. Thus, the layer

normalization technique is essential for the CSE to ensure

the convergence of training and prevent overflow in testing.

Finally, the expanding indicator y and the output transition

vectors ho are derived from the local state c, which are

illustrated as follows

go = σ(Wgo × s+ bgo), (10)

ho = [hb
o, h

r
o, h

l
o, h

t
o]

T = tanh(c) · go + bo, (11)

y = softmax(Wy × c+ by), (12)

where Wgo and bg0 represent the weight matrix and bias

used to produce the corresponding gating signal, and Wy

and by transform c into logits before feeding to softmax

activation.

3.4. Seeding

In our CSE method, a seed is assumed to be located

within an object region. This prerequisite can be easily

guaranteed by using the outputs of an off-the-shelf object

detector. Here, we adopt detected box centers and shapes

by Faster RCNN [31] to decide seed locations and the

shapes, and uniformly sample S × S features using bi-

linear interpolation from a region indicated by a bounding

box. In fact, our CSE method only requires a seed to be

located within an object region with sampling grid coarsely

covering the targeted object. Moreover, given a sampling

grid, any node within the object region can be specified as

a seed. As shown in Sect. 4.2, randomly initializing seed

location and corresponding grid size does not significantly

affect the performance. Therefore, a weaker detector, which

0.70.2

0.5 0.1

0.6

0.1

0.70.80.3

0.5

Seed Positive Node

Positive Direction Candidate Direction

Negative Node

P0

P1P2P3

Ground-true  Region

0.5

0.1

0.3

Figure 5. Ground-truth Labeling: All arrows represent the

candidate merging directions for nodes, and the corresponding

scores predicted by CSE are marked. The candidate directions

with highest scores are label as positive directions, which are

represented by solid arrows.

is easy to optimize, could be sufficient for CSE to produce

satisfactory results.

3.5. Optimization

Labeling In the training phase, the ground-true merging

directions are labeled using the strategy illustrated in Fig.

5. For each grid in CSE, we first label the nodes within

the target ground-true object region as positive and the

rest as negative. For every positive node, we search its

neighborhood positive nodes at the previous section and

label the corresponding merging directions as candidate

directions3. Among the candidate directions of the same

node, we only label the one with the highest score as the

final positive merging direction. For the seed node, we

always label its ys as positive.

Loss Function We apply cross-entropy loss to each node

to optimize our CSE model, which can be represented by

Lcse =
1

N

∑

p∈P

− ln(y∗(p)), (13)

where N = S × S represents the number of nodes in a

grid, P denotes a set of all nodes, and y∗ is the value of

the positive merging direction. Our optimization strategy

computes the loss according to the current CSE prediction.

Intuitively, it intends to boost the positive candidates which

are already strong, which reduces the ambiguity in labeling

and speed-up the convergence.

3At most two merging directions will be labeled as positive.
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4. Experiment

4.1. Experiment Details

The experiment is conducted on Tensorflow 1.5.0 [3].

We adopt Faster RCNN driven by ResNet-34 to initialize

seed locations and corresponding grids in all experiments.

The CSE is implemented and optimized in C++ and

accelerated by CUDA. Following the existing training

strategies for scene text detection [43, 27, 21], we pretrain

our model on a combined dataset. The pretraining dataset

consists of over 10k images from full set of ICDAR-17 MLT

[1] and the training sets of MSRA-TD500 [37], Total-Text

[5] and CTW-1500 [39]. After the pretraining, we fine-tune

and evaluate our method on two curve text datasets Total-

Text (with 1255 training images and 300 testing images)

and CTW-1500 (with 1000 training images and 500 testing

images). The model is trained on the combined dataset for

50k iteration and fine-tuned on the datasets to be evaluated.

We adopt the Adam optimizer [16] to train the network. In

the pretraining phase, the learning rate is fixed to 0.01 for

the first 30k iterations and scaled down to 0.002 for the rest

iterations. In the fine-tuning, the initial learning rate is set

to 0.001 and decays exponentially 0.9 every 5000 iterations.

All the experiment is conducted on Dell Alienware with

Intel i7 processor, 64GB memory and two NVIDIA GTX

1080 Ti GPUs. The batch size is set to 1 for each of two

GPUs in training and only one GPU is used for evaluation.

4.2. Flexibility and Robustness

In this experiment, we validate the flexibility

and robustness of our CSE method qualitatively and

quantitatively. In the qualitative experiment, we generate

a set of sampling grids (in yellow) with different locations

and sizes by randomly manipulating the ground-true boxes

as shown in the first row of Fig. 6. We apply the CSE to

the corresponding RoIs shown in the second row of Fig.

6, and visualize the extracted text regions by heat maps

in the third row of Fig. 6. Fig. 6 (a) shows the flexibility

of our method. Our CSE method can effectively retrieve

the text region with different seed’s locations. Even for

a text object with large curvature and slim shape, our

method can capture all the related sub-regions with high

area precision. On the other hand, for a proposed region

with many unexpected texts included or even dominated

by another text instances (demonstrated in Fig. 6 (b) and

(c)), our method only extracts associated object regions

indicated by the seed. It indicates that our CSE is robust to

the ambiguity caused unexpected objects and can produce

satisfactory results even for a poor sampling grid generated

by the previous object detector.

In addition to visually investigating our CSE, we

quantitatively verify its flexibility and robustness by

rescaling the size of a proposed sampling grid and

relocating the seed in a gird. The grid rescaling resizes

the height and width of a proposed region proposal by a

factor of δs ≥ 1.0. The seed relocation is applied to a

sampling grid to change its seed to a new node which is

still within the targeted object region but have δc deviation

in Euclidean space from the original seed node. δc is

normalized by the square root of the original grid area.

We study the effects of rescaling and relocation separately

by profiling the precisions, recalls, and F-scores on both

Total-Text and CTW-1500, and the results are shown in

Fig. 7. The performance variation respective to rescaling

factor δs on two datasets is profiled in Fig. 7 (a) and (b).

The performance is maintained at around 80% on Total-

Text and 78% on CTW-1500 for δs ranging from 1.0 to

1.5. It slightly drops when δs is larger than 1.5 and the

F-scores remain above 77% and 73% respectively. As

for seed relocation, the according performance variations

on Total-Text and CTW-1500 are illustrated in Fig. 7 (c)

and (d). The performance is not greatly affected by the

seed relocation. The F-scores remains 80% and 78% and

decrease by only 3% and 4% when δc is changed from 0.0 to

1.0. In conclusion, our CSE is robust to randomly initialized

seed locations and distorted sampling grids.

4.3. Comparing with Mask RCNN

The baseline Mask RCNN method is implemented

based on the method proposed in [27]. We remove the

text recognition branch and only keep the detection and

segmentation branches. For a fair comparison, two methods

share the same text detector which is based on Faster RCNN

architecture. The quantity results are reported in Tab 4.3.

Our method is overall better than the baseline method. The

F-scores of the baseline method on both datasets are 67.5%
to 67.8%, respectively. In comparison, our CSE performs

much better than the Mask RCNN based method by over

10% with F-score of 80.2% on Total-Text and 77.4% on

CTW-1500.

To explore the cause of performance gain, we visually

compare the output confidence map produced by two

methods on CTW-1500, which is shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 8 (a)

demonstrates the failed examples produced by the baseline

method. In these cases, the segmentation is distorted by the

adjacent text instance. Parts of the unexpected text instances

included in a box cause high activation in a confidence

map and corrupt the boundary prediction. In contrast,

our CSE is extremely robust in this scenario, since the

contextual information captured by CSE helps to eliminate

the ambiguity caused by unexpected objects. Moreover,

the condition modeling allows our CSE to retrieve long

curve text lines with high precision, which is flexible and

promising in real applications.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6. Robustness and Flexibility Analysis: In the first row of each case, the sampling regions are represented by the bounding boxes in

yellow and the seed locations are labeled by the cross dash lines. The second row shows the zoom-in of RoIs. The corresponding heatmaps

of associate regions are shown in the third row. As shown in (a), our method is very flexible in the seed’s locations. (b) and (c) prove the

robustness of our method to extract text from a density text region.
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Figure 7. Performance v.s. rescaling factor δs on Total-Text (a) and

CTW-1500 (b); Performance v.s. relocation factor δc on Total-Text

(c) and CTW-1500 (d).

Datasets Total-Text CTW1500

Model P R F P R F

MRCNN 69.2 65.8 67.5 65.1 70.8 67.8

CSE 81.4 79.1 80.2 78.7 76.1 77.4

Table 1. Performance Comparison between Mask RCNN based

method and our CSE method.

4.4. Comparing with Polygon Regression

In this experiment, we compare our method with another

baseline based on polygon regression proposed in [39]. The

baseline is implemented based on the publicly available

source code provided in [39], and is pretrained and fine-

tuned with our training strategy. Similar to the previous

experiment, the backbone and the RPN are shared among

two methods, and the rest parts are implemented based on

respective workflows. The results are shown in Tab 4.4. Our

(b)

(a)

(a)

Figure 8. (a) Examples output by baseline method; (b) Examples

output by our CSE method. Compared with the baseline Mask

RCNN method, our method shows impressing robustness to the

ambiguity caused by adjacent texts and impressing selectivity to

the targeted instance.

method outperforms the baseline method by 5% in terms of

F-score on Total-Text, with the precision of 80.9%, recall

of 80.3% and F-score of 80.6%. On CTW-1500, our CSE

achieves F-score of 77.6 %, which is 4.4% better than the

baseline.

We also investigate the causes of performance gain by

visualizing the detection results of both methods. As

demonstrated in Fig. 9, with the same RoI proposals shown

in Fig. 9 (a), the polygon regression could be corrupted

by the other text object which is occasionally included.

As can be seen in Fig. 9 (b), the baseline model may

consider all the texts included in a proposed region as

a single object and regress the corresponding boundary.

Although this problem can be mitigated by training a more

accurate text detector to reduce the unexpected texts, the

proposed bounding boxes inevitably cover additional texts

due to text’s highly varying shapes and orientations. As
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Datasets Total-Text CTW1500

Methods P R F P R F

Poly-Reg 73.8 77.4 75.6 77.1 69.7 73.2

CSE 80.9 80.3 80.6 79.2 76.0 77.6

Table 2. Performance Comparison between Polygon Regression

based method and our CSE method.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9. (a) The images with RoIs; (b) The text boundaries output

by baseline method; (c) The text boundaries produced by our CSE

method. The baseline method is easily affected by the unexpected

texts included in the same boxes, while our method shows strong

robustness to this situation.

shown in Fig. 9 (c), the conditional expansion mechanism

only merges the sub-regions that are similar to the region

indicated by the seed. By exploring the spatial dependency

as well as the local information, our CSE method is much

more robust than the polygon regression method and can

produce more elaborated boundaries.

4.5. Peer Comparison

We compare our method with the recently proposed

methods for curve text detection on curve text benchmarks,

Total-Text and CTW-1500. The results are shown in

Tab.4.5 and Tab.4.5. Our method creates a new state-

of-art performance with the precision of 81.4%, recall of

79.1% and F-score of 80.2% on Total-Text. On CTW-1500

containing both curve texts and long text lines, our method

also achieves the state-of-art performance with the precision

of 81.1%, recall of 76.0% and F-score of 78.4%. The

inference time is 0.42 ms per image and 0.38 ms per image

on Total-Text and CTW-1500 respectively. The detection

results are demonstrated in Fig. 10. It shows that our

method can effectively handle curve texts with irregular

shapes, highly varying sizes and arbitrary orientations.

Methods P R F time (s)

SegLink [32] 30.3 23.8 26.7 -

EAST [43] 50.0 36.2 42.0 -

Mask TextSpotter [27] 69.0 55.0 61.3 -

TextSnake et al. [26] 82.7 74.5 78.4 -

CSE 81.4 79.1 80.2 0.42

Table 3. Detection Performance on Total-Text.

Methods P R F time (s)

SegLink [32] 42.3 40.0 40.8 -

EAST [43] 78.7 49.1 60.4 -

DMPNet [22] 69.9 56.0 62.2 -

CTD [39] 74.3 65.2 69.5 -

CTD+TLOC [39] 77.4 69.8 73.4 -

TextSnake et al. [26] 67.9 85.3 75.6 -

CSE 81.1 76.0 78.4 0.38

Table 4. Detection Performance on CTW-1500.

Figure 10. Detection results on Total-Text and CTW-1500.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we analyze the deficiency of the existing

curve text detection methods and improve the performance

by developing a novel parameterized Conditional Spatial

Expansion (CSE) mechanism. Our method shows strong

robustness to the ambiguity caused by close texts with

arbitrary shapes and orientations. It is flexible and

can extract text regions in a controllable manner. Our

CSE method outperforms the existing curve text detection

methods.
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